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ABSTRACT

The ASHRAE 472 research project determined the
dynamic response of more than 200,000 zones to heat
gains. These results were used to classify the zones and
assign representative sets of weighting factors for any zone
in the study. This produced tables allowing a designer to
look up weighting factors for each heat gain component
based on physical parameters of the zone. Additionally, the
project classified walls and roofs in an effort to allow easy
assessment of dynamic response for a wider variety of
constructions than previously tabulated. Although these
classification processes greatly reduced the table sizes
relative to what would be expected for the parametric
ranges considered, they were still too large for convenient
manual use. Moreover, it was realized that the most
common use would be in connection with computer analysis.
For these reasons, the new Cooling and Heating Load
Calculation Manual, developed under ASHRAE RP-626, will
provide zone weighting factor and wall and roof transfer
function tables on electronic media. This paper shows how
these tables are implemented, including software programs
for access.

INTRODUCTION

In the most recent edition, the 1.989 ASHRAE Hand-
book--Fundamentals (ASHRAE 1989), the transfer function
method (TFM) is identified as the fundamental ASHRAE
methodology for peak cooling load calculation, with the
cooling load factor/solar cooling load/cooling load tempera-
ture difference (CLF/SCL/CLTD) and time averaging/total
equivalent temperature difference (TA/TETD) methods 
secondary, simplified alternatives. The ASHRAE research
project RP-472 developed extensive new data to support the
TFM method, including new recommended zone weighting
factors and wall and roof conduction transfer functions
(Sowell 1988a; Harris and McQuiston 1988).1 These new

~The term "zone" is used herein to mean the enclosure for which the load is

data indirectly support the other two methodologies. The
RP-626, recently completed, updates the Load Calculation
Manual (ASHRAE 1979) with these new data and recom-
mended methodologies.

The repetitive nature of the TFM makes it ill-suited for
hand calculations but ideal as a computer method. Also,
even though originally intended as a hand calculation
methodology, the CLF/CLTD method has long been
implemented in computer programs. For these reasons, as
well as the bulk of data produced in RP-472, ASHRAE RP-
626 undertook the development of "electronic tables" to
support these methodologies using RP-472 results. The
outcome of this work is a set of computer diskettes to
accompany the new Load Calculation Manual. Using
software routines provided on the disks, the TFM data
tables can be used to generate data for the CLF/SCL/CLTD
method, recommended to succeed the CLF/CLTD method
(Spitler et al. 1992). Access routines, also provided on the
disk, will allow more efficient development of new pro-
grams based directly on the TFM. Although provided on
microcomputer-compatible diskettes, the program language
disks and data files are easily ported to other environments.

This paper describes the contents of the disks and
briefly describes their use. The data structures employed
are also described.

CONTENTS OF DISKETTES

The data bases and associated access programs devel-
oped for the Load Calculation Manual are supplied on four
diskettes. One contains a program and supporting data files
that can be used directly to find zone weighting factors and
wall and roof transfer function coefficients for the TFM.
Another contains a program (TFMTAB) and data that can
be used to determine CLFs, SCLs, and CLTDs using the
TFM electronic tables. These are distributed with the book
and will be useful to those who wish to extract data from
the electronic tables for use in spreadsheets without writing

being calculated, although some would prefer the word "room."
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formal programs. Two other disks are available for those
who wish to use the electronic tables in special load
calculation programs that they develop, using either the
TFM or the CLF/SCL/CLTD method. One of these is for
C language programmers and the other is for those who
prefer the FORTRAN language. Both have equivalent files,
which include the data tables and program functions for
accessing them. The data tables are in specially formatted
files that must be read with the access functions provided.
In addition to data and programs, each disk has files that
give examples of use.

THE TFMTAB PROGRAM

"Dze TFMTAB program is designed for interactive use.
Through a sequence of menus, the user is allowed to
describe a zone, wall, or roof in terms of design features
such as size and materials. The weighting factors or transfer
function coefficients are then immediately displayed on the
screen. Optionally, the results can be written to a designat-
ed file for transfer to other software. TFMTAB is easy to

use because there is on-line HELP for every input field,
and all data items are selectable fi’om a provided choice list.

The main menu screen is shown in Figure 1. Each
lettered item is a conunand, executed by selection or by

typing a command letter. As command selections are made,
subforms appear to allow entry of additional data or to
display the results. On-line assistance is provided through-
out.

Zone weighting factor commands are divided into 12
categories, as shown in Figure 1. When the command for

one of the categories is executed, a subform appears to
allow further description of the zone. For example, if D is
selected, for interior mid-floor zones, the forrn shown in
Figure 2 is displayed. This allows setting of the levels of
the four parameters affecting the response of an interior
midfloor zone: furniture (fn), midfloor type (mf), floor

covering (fc), and ceiling type (ct). The choices for 
selected fn field, brought up by <F2>, are shown in the
figure. Once the desired level for each parameter has been
selected, pressing < enter> displays the weighting factors
for the zone described (Figure 3). If the File Save option 
on, the results will also be written to a designated file.

Nails ~ l~oefs

Interior - Single
Interior - Top
Interior - BottOm
Interior - Hid

E Perl~ter - Single
F Perl~ter - Top
G Pert~ter - Botto~
H Pert~ter - ~lid

Single zone - Single
Single zone - Top
Single zone -
Single zone - Hid

~hll definitions

H Idell TF - Table
it ~ell TF - thll Tgpe

Roof definitions

Roof TF - Table P~r~ters
I~oof TF - ]loef Tgpe

0 Options
q quit

~bout ~

Figure 1 Main menu screen for TFMTAB program.
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Pert~r - Bot~m I
Fertmter - Mid

Sidle ~ - St~IC--F~nttu~ ~P~/

Sidle ~ne - Bot~ll

Figure 2 Des~ibing a zone.

Figure 3 Zone weighting factors.

As exemplified in Figure 2, for each category of zone,
the top of the subform has data entry fields for parameters
that describe the zone. The parameters that appear depend
upon the zone category. Each active parameter has two or
more choices for its levels. The meanings of the parameters
and the levels are given by on-line helps. Further details on

the allowed levels of each parameter may be found in the
RP-472 final report (Sowell 1988b) or in the Load Calcula-
tion Manual.

Wall and Roof Transfer Functions

Wall and roof transfer functions can also be accessed

with TFMTAB. Since access methods are similar, only the
walls will be described here.

There are two commands on the main menu (see Figure

1) for requesting wall transfer functions. The first, "Table
Parameters," allows specification of the wall in terms of
the correlation parameters devised by Harris and McQuiston
(1988). The second, "Wall Type," allows specification 
terms of a specific wall number as assigned in Harris and
McQuiston’s study.

When using the "Table Parameters" method, the basic

wall material is specified, as well as the secondary material
with which it is combined, the R-value range, and the
location of the principal wall mass. Each of these items
appears on a data entry form displayed when the "Table
Parameters" selection is made. A choice list is available.

The "Wall Table Parameter" selection command
displays the subform shown in Figure 4. Shown also is the
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Figure 4 Defining wall by parameter specification.

choice list for the "R-Value Range" parameter. In this
case, not all available choices fit in the choice window;
scrolling shows additional choices.

When a choice has been made for each of the parame-
ters, the last field will be selected. Then pressing < enter>
causes the transfer functions to be displayed as shown in
Figure 5.

With the second method of specifying walls, only a
wall type number is required. Input of this single parameter
follows the same principles used for the first method and
therefore will not be discussed here. The wall type numbers
are based on ASHRAE RP-472.

CLTD,~dCL~LF Table Generation l~a~

Latitude: "18 H~nth ~: ?
lqnalgsls Option: (1) C,~ermral Oatlrat File /ta~: clf.d’t.ab.wat

~one Settings for Z~ne Sl~elflc Rnalg~ls
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~. Ext. t/ells: I Interior SJmde:
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Partition Ttjpe: 5/5 io. Ggp - Rlr - 5/5 in Ggp
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Roof and Call thudmv

Roof Surface tin.: 1 t~ell Surface tin.: I

Figure 6

for Co~and Hene

CLTDTAB program main menu.

THE CLF/SCL/CLTD DISK

Programs for calculating cooling load factors (CLFs),
cooling load temperature differences (CLTDs), and the new
solar cooling loadsz (SCLs) are also included on disk. The
methodology employed in this software is described by
Lindsey (1991) and Spitler et al. (1992).

The CLTD/SCL/CLF software includes two separate
programs. The first is CLTDTAB for generating
CLTD/SCL/CLF tables. The second is SHADE, which can
be used for generating shadow tables. These programs are
discussed below.

The CLTDTAB Program

The CLTDTAB program can be used fbr generating
either general or specific tables of CLTDs, SCLs, and
CLFs. General tables cover a range of zonal parameters
much like the preprinted tables, while specific tables are for
a single zone defined by the user.

The main menu screen for CLTDTAB is shown in
Figure 6. As with TFMTAB, the user selects a particular
data field on the screen using the arrow keys, then changes
the data. Some fields require entries typed by the user,
while others are toggled between multiple alternatives with
the space bar. Other fields can be filled by typing directly
into the field or by execution of auxiliary commands

available through the command menu. The command menu
is displayed when the "/" key is pressed.

For convenience of discussion, choices on the main
menu can be grouped into three categories. The first
category includes the latitude, month number, analysis
option, and output file name. The latitude, month, and
output file name fields are changed by typing after field
selection. The analysis option is set by selecting the field
and pressing the space bar to toggle between choices,
namely, "General Analysis" or "Zone-Specific Analysis."

The second category contains the zone description
settings. These settings apply only if the "Zone Specific"
analysis option has been chosen. The zone parameters are
chosen by selecting the desired field and pressing the space
bar to toggle among choices. Available choices are de-
scribed in the Load Calculation Manual.3

The third category contains the roof and wall types.
These entries can be set by typing a wall or roof number
directly or by using the command menu to determine the
appropriate numbers. As with zone descriptions, the data
entered here apply only if the zone-specific analysis option
is chosen.

The command menu has five options with the following
meanings:

1. Determine roof no.: Choose roof number based on roof
properties.

~Solar cooling load factors are like solar CLFs that have not been normalized by the maximum solar heat gain factors. They allow more precise calculations
in that the effects of latitude and date are accounted for directly rather than by correction factors.

~Note that these are the same choices as are available for zone description in TFMTAB.
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2. Determine wall no.: Choose wall number based on wall
properties.

3. Select tables: Choose which tables to write.
4. Write tables: Write tables, then quit program.
5. Quit: Quit program without writing tables.

Options 1 and 2 are very similar and are both based on
the Harris and McQuiston (1988) correlations, As 
exa~nple, if "Determine roof no." is chosen, the menu
shown in Figure 7 will appear, allowing the user to specify
the four parameters that determine the roof number.
Moving the cursor to the appropriate line and pressing
< enter> will bring up a submenu, as shown in Figure 8.
Then selecting the desired line and pressing < enter > will
determine the roof number and set the corresponding field
on the rnain menu.

Once all parameters have been set and "Write tables"
has been executed from the command menu, the specified
tables are generated. While specific zones are completed
very quickly, the "General Analysis" option requires
extensive calculations for many zones and can take up to
one-half hour on older microcomputers.

CLTI)/~CL/CLF Table Generation Program

Latitude: 48 ttantb OU=~-r:
flrmlffsls Option: (I) General Output File tlane: cltdtab.out

Zone Settings for Zone Specific

Z~n~ Eh~o~etrg: 188 ftn Roof H~. Calcalatlon
Ext. N~lls:
Furnltur~: Nlth ~ ~luc ~e I ( 8.~- 5.8)

~f ~:
~

~ ~ ~ In

~ill~ ~: ~4 in~ ~p ~ ~
,artl~ton ~: ~ ~It
~Fl~r ~i~:

Roof and 1/nil

Roof Surfaq-’e I’1o.: 1

F/gure 7 Roof number calculation sheet.

CLTD/SCL/CLF Table Generation Progr~

Option: (1) 6eneral Output File Ha=~: eltdtab.o~t

Zone ~ettlngs for Zone Speclfie ~nalgsl~

lima. Ext. khlls: ~ Roof R Ualtm
Furniture: glth

P~tltlon ~: ~ In~

~f a~ ~II~

Figure 8

klall Surfac~ Ito~: 1

for Eoamargl I~nu

Roof R-value choice list.

The SHADE Program

Chapter 8 of the Load Calculation Manual contains
July shadow calculations for specific latitudes. The SHADE
program, also with the CLF/SCL/CLTD software, can be
used to generate shadow tables for other months and
latitudes.

The main menu for the SHADE program is shown in
Figure 9. The latitude, month, and out-put file name can be
set by moving the cursor to the appropriate line and typing
a new value. The window projections (horizontal, vertical,
or both) can be set by selecting the projection line and
toggling the setting with the space bar. Then pressing "/"
brings up the command menu, which has two options:
"Write file," which will write table(s) to the designated
output file and quit, and "Quit," which will quit without
writing any files.

The generated tables give the ratio of the shadow length
to projection size for horizontal and/or vertical projections.
The ratios are based on standard solar angle calculations
and geometric relationships given by McQuiston and Parker
(1988).

THE LANGUAGE DISKS

In addition to the TFMTAB, CLTDTAB, and SHADE
interactive programs, table access routines are available for
prograrn developers in FORTRAN and C on separate disks.
Both disks have identical data files and equivalent access
routines, and, to the maximum possible extent, the access
routines have the same functionality and arguments.

The access routines provide two ways of accessing the
data base: directly from the disk files on an as-needed basis
or from memory. If the software under development is to
use only a few factors, it is probably better to use the disk-
based routines. On the other hand, if many factors are
needed and maximum speed is important, it is probably
better to use memory-based access. With memory-based
access, the entire data base is read into memory at once,
requiring approxirnately 100,000 bytes of memory.

Routines on the Disks

The access routines are named according to function
and version, as shown in Table 1. The first character
indicates the type of factor: Z for zone, W for walls, and

Project/on horizontal
]utput File Name shade.out

for Command Plenu ,

Figure 9 SHADE menu.
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Load factors

Get factors

Close file

TABLE 1
Access Routines

Memory
Disk

Memory

Disk

Zone Walls Roofs
ZLOADM WLOADM I~LOADM
ZLOADD WLOADD RLOADD
ZGETM WGETM P~GETM

NORMWF WLOOKM I~LOOKM
ZGETD WGETD I~GETD

NORMWF WLOOKD I~LOOKD
Memory

Disk ZCLOSE WCLOSE
n/~

~CLOSE

\ R for roofs. The last character indicates access method: M
for memory-based and D for disk-based. The middle part
indicates functionality: LOAD for initial loading of neces-
sary data structures, GET for getting the factors, and
CLOSE for closing files after processing. The GET routines
require descriptions of the zone, wall, or roof in the argu-
ment list. The LOOK routines allow getting wall and roof
factors given only a type number in the argument list. Note
that the CLOSE routine is used only for disk-based access.
Since memory-based access reads the data base all at once,
the files are closed within the LOAD routine. The FOR-
TRAN convention of uppercase is used in Table 1. The C
routines have the same names but use lowercase.

In general, use of the routines follows the following
pattern:

eri’ = xLOADy0 {Execute only once}
err = xGETy(args) {Or xLOOKy(args). Execute

as often as needed}
err = xCLOSE0 {Omit for memory-based

access}

where x is the factor type and y is the access method and
args is the argument list. The argument list, containing
input and return arguments, varies depending on the factor
type, as explained below.

All functions return an integer error code that is 0 if
there were no errors. Nonzero codes indicate one or more
detectable errors, depending on the routine, using binary
encoding. Specific information for each routine is given in
the Load Calculation Manual appendices.

When these routines are incorporated into programs,
certain conventions have to be followed. The program
fragments provided in the TXT files on each disk show
these conventions. Also, the complete programs TESTM
(memory-based access) and TESTD (disk-based access) 
provided on each language disk.

DATA STRUCTURES

A major problem in creation of the electronic tables
was finding a suitable scheme for compression of the RP-
472 results. This was important both to minimize disk and
internal memory space and for rapid access. The schemes
selected for zones, walls, and roofs are briefly described

here. In practice, most users need not be concerned with
these structures because the access routines provide an
application programmer’s interface. However, if the tables
are to be installed on a computer other than an IBM-
compatible personal computer, this information may be
needed. Details are provided in a Load Calculation Manual
appendix.

Note that the electronic tables are organized much the
same as in the RP-472 Final Report.

Zone Tables

Internal Data Representation If sufficient memory is
available, all data are stored internally in tables, as shown
in Figure i0. The first table is the zone location/mid-floor-
type table, ZLFM. ZLFM is a 12 by 12 array of 4-byte
integers. A particular cell in ZLMF is uniquely identified
by the zone location in the building, the number of exterior
walls, the mid-floor type, and the desired weighting factor
type, e.g., solar or lighting. Each cell in the ZLMF table
is an index into the second table, ZVARS (zone variables).

The ZVARS table provides the information necessary
to locate the zone type and weighting factors in the TYPE
and WFS tables described below. ZVARS is a one-dimen-
sional integer array containing variable-length records.
There is a record in ZVARS for each cell in ZLMF, i.e.,
for each combination of zone location and mid-floor type,
or, a record for each table in the RP-472 Final Report.
Each record contains the number of active zone description
variables for the table, followed by a list of integer codes
representing the description variables, e.g., partition type,
interior shading, or floor covering. Importantly, these
variables are stored in the order used to create the table,
with the slowest-varying occurring first and the fastest-

Offs~ 1

ZLMF Table

WFC WFP WFL

Type table

|

" t

ZVARS table

Offset 2

Figure 10 Zone data structures, internal.
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varying occurring last. The last two items in the record are
the indices that give the start of the zone type identifier
block and the weighting factor block in TYPE and WFS,
respectively.

The TYPE table is an array of characters (one byte
each) representing the zone type identifiers, e.g., A, D, A,
B, F. Every zone type table in the RP-472 Final Report is
contained in this table. Thus, to access the zone type for a
particular zone description, one needs (a) the index of the
start of the particular table and (b) an offset to the particu-
lar zone. The starting index is found directly in ZVARS.
The offset can be calculated from the zone v~riable infor-
mation in the same ZVARS record. An example below
demonstrates this calculation.

The WFS table is a collection of all the representative
zone weighting factor tables from RP-472. To fred the set
of weighting factors for a particular zone, the index of the
start of the block in WFS for the particular weighting factor
table is required, as well as the offset to the desired zone
type within that block. The index is found in ZVAR. The
offset is the numerical value of the zone type index (A 
0, B = 1, etc.) times the number of weighting factors in 
set, i.e., five. WFS is declared as an array of four-byte
floating-point numbers.

Example To give an example of the procedure,
suppose the conduction weighting factors are needed for the
zone defined in Table 2. Let us work with the memory-
based tables; the disk-based tables are very similar.

First, zl, nw, mf, and the load type (conduction) are
used to locate a position in ZLMF (Figure 10). This
position contains an integer that is an index into the ZVARS
table. The record in ZVARS at that index will give the
following information:

Contents Interpretation

6 Number of active variables
9 mf

13 fc
7 pt
5 fn

11 ct
2 zh

Type Addr. Starting Index in TYPE array
WFS Addr. Starting Index in WFS array

Variable
Zone Location
No. Ext Walls
MidFloor type
F166r Cover
Partition Type
Furniture
Ceiling Type
Zone Height

TABLE 2
Example Zone

Symbol V~ue Note
zl i 2
nw 5
mf 2
fc 1
pt ] 2
fn 2
ct 1
zh 2

top floor
interior zone
2.5~’ Concrete
Carpet w/rubber pad
8" Concrete block
Without furniture
3/4" Acoustic & air space
10 feet

198

The index will point to the number of active variables
to be found, i.e., six. This enables the following six
integers to be read, interpreting them as codes for zone

parameters.4 The order in which they occur indicates the
table order; the first parameter index changes the slowest
(most significant) and the last changes the fastest (least
significant). The offset is then found as the sum of offsets
within successive portions of the table. That is, the offset
within the zh block is zh - 1. To this we add the offset
within the ct block, which is (ct - 1) ¯ Zhmax, where Zhmax
is the maximum value of the zh index. In general, the offset
within the kth index block is

offset (k ) = (index_target (k) 
¯ M(k + 1) ,M(k + 2) ,... ,M(n)

where index_target(k) and M(k) are the target and maximum
values of index k, respectively.

Thus, completing the calculation, we have

(zh - 1) = 
(ct-1). 3 = 0
(fn- 1).3.2= 
(pt- 1). 3. 2. 2 = 

(fc- 1).3.2.2.2=0
(mf- 1). 3. 2. 2. 22 = 48
Total offset = 67

The total offset is then added to the index "Type
Address" found immediately after the last variable in the
ZVARS record. This gives a position in the TYPE array.
In that position will be found the character representing the
zone type identifier. For this example, the zone type
identifier turns out to be "B."

To find the weighting factors, the zone type identifier
is used to calculate the offset from the base index in the
WFS array. Using the fact that characters are stored inter-
nally as ASCII codes, the offset for the B weighting factors
is

offset = ("B’- "A "),5

where 5 is the number of weighting factors in each set.
Thus the offset in this case is 5, which gets added to the
index found as the last item of the record in ZVARS. Note
the dependency here on ASCII encoding. Care must be
taken if the tables are ported to a non-ASCII environment.

The above procedure works so long as the number of
levels for each variable is constant over the table. The
tables in the RP-472 Final Report are organized in this
manner. That is, a particular combination of the zone
location, number of exterior walls, and mid-floor-type
parameters identifies a table in which the variable ranges
are constant. ’It~e single exception is the exterior wall
construction (ec) and glass percentage (gl), which 
interdependent. However, this problem is easily solved by
using the single combined variable "exterior wall type,"
ew, which has nine unique levels as defined in the RP-472
Final Report.
~These codes are the parameter codes as defined in RP-472.
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External Data Representation The zone data base as
stored on disk consists of three files: LINK.DAT,
TYPE.DAT, and WF.DAT. These files relate directly to
the memory-based data structure described above. The
LINK.DAT file is the ZLMF and ZVARS tables merged.
ZLMF is stored first in column form, followed by ZVARS.
The TYPE.DAT and WF.DAT are exact images of the
internal form.

For compactness and portability, LINK.DAT is stored
as a file of 3-byte binary integers, with conversion routines
provided. Since all integers are positive, all 24 bits are used
for representing magnitude.

TYPE.DAT is a file of ASCII character codes. Ma-
chines employing other encoding schemes may have to take
special steps to read and store TYPE.DAT as ASCII codes,
or the look-up procedures will have to be modified to
interpret whatever other codes are used.

The weighting factors are stored as 4-byte floating
point numbers in the elements of WF.DAT. For compact-
ness and portability, a special format is used and conversion
routines are provided. The low three bytes contain an
integer representing the mantissa. The most significant bit
of the high byte encodes the sign of the number, with 0
indicating positive. The other bits in the high byte contain
the exponent in excess-64 representation.

For the most rapid access of many weighting factors,
the files are read in their entirety and stored in the internal
arrays. If sufficient internal memory is not available, the
TYPE array (about 96,000 bytes) and the WFS array (about
14,000 bytes) are left on disk and accessed directly for each
zone request. The above procedures remain unchanged if
random access files are used. The array indices (minus 1)
are treated as 0-based positions in a file of bytes. The
technique is demonstrated in the ZGETDISK file.

Wall Tables

Internal Data Representation Wall transfer functions
for all 41 wall types are stored in a single one-dimensional
array of floating point numbers. For each wall, there are 15
values, namely seven Bn coefficients, followed by seven Dn
coefficients, followed by the U-factor. Thus to access a
particular wall, one needs a base index that points to the
beginning of the 15 values for that wall. This base index is
simply 15 ̄  (walltype - 1).

The wall type is determined from the tables developed
in the ASHRAE RP-472 project. The parameters needed to
establish the wall type are:

Parameter Name Levels

Location of wall mass mass location 1-3
Secondary layer combined 1-3
R-value range resistance 1-17
Principal material material 1-25

Internally, this information is stored in an integer array
indexed according to the parameter levels. In view of the
above order and ranges, the wall type table index is
computed from

.... index = (mass_location- 1) -3,17,25
+ (combined- 1)- 17,25

+ (resistance - 1 ) ¯ 25
+ material.

The wall types as stored on disk are ASCII codes for
A, B, C, . .., etc. However, in order to use wall type as
an index into the transfer function table, as explained
above, a code that can be used as a 1-based index is
needed. Therefore the ASCII code for "A" is subtracted
from the stored wall type:

wall.type = wall_types [ index] - "A " .

External Data Representation The wall data are
stored externally in basically the same form as described
above for internal storage. The only difference is that the
positions in the file must be calculated in bytes with a zero
base. Thus 1 must be subtracted from the index above
before reading from the WTYPE.DAT file, and the
WTF.DAT file position is advanced by 4 as floating point
numbers are read.

The data formats for WTYPE.DAT and WTF.DAT are
the same as described for zone data files.

Roof Tables

Data structures for roofs, internal and external, are
much the same as for walls. The only differences are that
the ceiling index replaces the combined parameter index
described above, and the material and resistance ranges are
different. Accounting for these differences, the index
formula is

index = (mass.location - 1 ) ¯ 20,6 ̄  
+ ( ceiling - 1), 20,6
+ (resistance - 1 ) ¯ 20

+ material.

CONCLUSIONS

ASHRAE RP-472 produced massive amounts of data
applicable to building cooling load calculations. For
practical use, these data had to be made accessible to
human analysts and computer codes. This need is met by
the microcomputer diskettes described in this paper, which
contain all results of RP-472 in compressed form. Provided
along with the data are software programs for reading the
data, both for casual screen display as well as for incorpo-
ration in load calculation computer programs.
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